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In the commercial & industrial (C&I) space, it’s most likely a traditional 
bank loan or self-funding; not because it’s always the best option, but 
because 3rd party financing was never presented.

We hear countless stories from project developers about how they are 
typically only getting a project done if the customer already has money 
available. And, the customers typically don’t know that they can get 
money to fund the project through 3rd party financing. We are however, 
starting to see a change and fortunately we are in a good spot to help 
impact that change, and help get people using capital leases and other 
types of financing that are traditionally used to finance other types of 
equipment purchases.

Michael Park

Q1. What is the most widely adopted 
financing instrument used to improve energy 
performance and drive energy efficiency 
investments? - Submitted by Chris P, Florida

INTRODUCTION
Efficiency finance has previously been described as complicated and confusing, but 
Noesis is out to change that. We talk to thousands of energy professionals wrestling 
with incorporating finance into their energy efficiency projects, and no matter how long 
we’ve been in this industry, there are a lot of complicated questions, especially from the  
decision maker.

In our first ever Efficiency Finance eForum, we received several questions submitted from 
consultants, contractors, and decision makers, all based on energy efficiency projects and 
financing. The eForum was so popular, we decided to elaborate on the top 5 questions 
from the webinar in a short download for those who may have missed it, or would like 
to reference the responses that were given. In this summary, we’re talking lender rates, 
financing options, and Noesis’ process from project approval to funding.

Together, we can break down the barriers of energy efficiency projects and learn how 
financing can get your proposals noticed and approved!
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Here’s a really good example. A developer we were working with was 
having trouble getting traction on a proposed $70,000 controls project. 
He asked us to review it and recommend financing options to help 
get the project off the ground. We took a look at the project financials 
and found that the project, as a standalone controls upgrade, was not 
cash flow positive. Although the project seemed “dead in the water”, 
we opted to go back to the developer and talk about expanding the 
scope to see if we could make the project more financially attractive 
for the customer. The developer had an existing relationship with this 
building owner; he had a variable frequency motor and lighting project 
on another of the owner’s facilities. We were able to wrap those projects 
together to make a single more attractive project. 

Although the scope of the project went from $70K to $275K, the 
payback period of 6 years was slashed in half and the project went 
from not being cash flow positive to paying for itself and putting a little 
cash in the customer’s pocket every month. In this scenario, financing 
certainly helps close deals but I think what can really speed things up is 
combining financing with projects that pay for themselves. Developing 
projects that are cash flow positive and presenting that from the first 
conversation with a building owner helps make the entire sale shorter 
and more exciting.

Josh Duncan

Q2. How can we utilize efficiency project 
finance to help speed up the sales process 
and close the project? 

- Submitted by David B, California
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Getting to the right person, that key decision maker, with the power to 
green light a project can be tough obstacle. We know from experience in 
working with our partners to help get their projects approved. But, there 
are proven strategies for getting to the decision maker. 

First, working with your local contacts at the facility to get the ball rolling 
is critically important. Facility level staff and management buy in is key to 
getting a project pushed up through an organization.

Next, remember that the investment opportunity and a way to fund it 
(i.g. financing) should be in every conversation you have, from the facility 
staff all the way up to the CFO. Leading with the opportunity and the 
pathway-to-purchase makes it easier to access the opportunity and 
focus less on how to pay for it. Once you have facility level buy in, work 
with your contact to set a meeting with the financial decision maker. 
Also consider, it’s easier to get a meeting on the books when you’re 
pitching an investment opportunity that requires no money down and 
will produce cash flow for the company from day one. When you have 
your meeting remember that you will only get one shot, so be prepared. 
Bring in a financing person who can speak the language of the CFO to 
help gain trust in the investment opportunity. Having an expert there to 
answer technical finance questions, from lender credibility to questions 
about the process, minimizes the back and forth that can take place 
after the pitch meetings.  Anecdotally, we are seeing a lot of traction with 
this approach. Leading with the financial opportunity sets the tone with 
the CFO, and having a financing expert on hand to present the financial 
merits of the project helps the CFO evaluate the efficiency project as 
they would any financial opportunity.

Q3. From a sales standpoint, what are your 
tips for actually getting a meeting with the 
CFO? - Submitted by Robert A, New Mexico 

Michael Park
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We are conditioned to think about rates. ‘What’s the rate’ is always the 
first question people ask in relationship to financing. But what folks 
don’t often consider is what factors impact the decision of what rate a 
lender will give you. 

For example, we may have someone who says, “From my bank I can 
get a 2.5% rate…” But the question is what are you giving up to get 
that rate?  In this scenario, working with a traditional commercial bank, 
you’d be looking at a downside of a lien on your property, possibly your 
accounts receivable, and other assets. All so the bank has something 
to reclaim from their investment if you default on your loan. On the flip 
side, when you look at 3rd party financing, the rates may be higher 
(they can range from 5-10%) depending on the risk that is perceived 
by the lender. But, what happens in this scenario is, the bank will only 
take a lien out on those 3rd party assets (i.e. the efficiency equipment 
installed), NOT the assets of your business, as described in the bank 
loan scenario. Since 3rd party lenders don’t have access to assets 
outside of the equipment, they may charge higher rates in order to 
cover their risk. To make the best decision for your project you need to 
consider all of these components when comparing types of financing.  
At the end of the day the rate alone is not a good indicator of the best 
financing vehicle for your project or your business.

Q4. What is a good rate for financing energy 
efficiency projects? - Submitted by Scott M, Colorado 

Michael Park

Q5. Based on the Noesis process, what 
are the steps between project approval and 
receiving the check? - Submitted by Maria P, Tennessee 
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Once the analysis has been run, proposal accepted, and efficiency 
project approved, Noesis’ team of efficiency project finance specialists 
review the merits of the project and tap their syndicate of lenders to get 
the best financing terms for the project needs. At this point, the building 
owner reviews the loan terms and documentation. Once everything has 
been reviewed and agreed on, signed documentation will go back to  
the lender.

Then, the project timeline is developed and approved by the building 
owner and the invoice for funding goes back to lender.

The loan will be funded upon completion of the project, once the 
lender receives a signed acceptance from the building owner/project 
developer. This means the project has been reviewed, completed, and 
meets the building owner’s specifications. Funding commences within 
24 hours of customer acceptance. 

Something to consider: if the project is self-funded, therefore the 
building owner is paying in cash, funding is based on invoicing, billing 
cycles, etc. and can take 15 to 30 days AFTER completion of a job. 
Working with a trusted lender to get favorable financing terms is a win/
win for both the project developer and the building owner.

In conclusion, we’re fielding questions like this everyday at Noesis, so 
don’t hesitate to pick up the phone and give us a call! We’ve got the 
expertise to help you find the best finance options for any size project, 
we’ll even help you present to the CFO!

Michael Park

Noesis’ team of energy efficiency (EE) project finance specialists and our unique 
technology help professionals get more projects approved – and approved faster – 
by including competitive 3rd party financing options with all of your proposals. 

Learn More about Noesis Financing Services [NFS] at www.noesisenergy.com 
or email us at sales@noesis.com.

- Submitted by Scott M, Colorado 
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